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Abstract: In this paper, a strictly passive formulation has been developed to design a passive 

state-observer for both time-invariant and time-varying Lipschitz nonlinear systems. During this 

formulation, a convergence and strictly passive state-observer is provided to have passive closed-

loop system. Some definitions and charts are defined here for time-invariant and time-varying 

systems in different scenarios. A new interconnection between passivity of subsystems and 

passivity/stability of the closed-loop system has been introduced from a different point of view. All 

definitions are organized based on the systematic method called “virtually Euler-Lagrange” form 

of passivation. Utilizing this form and theses definitions, make the design process simpler and 

straightforward, while, some conditions of design will be released due to using these definitions. 

The designed controller/observer has been applied to control the hepatitis B virus infection disease. 

The reliability of the proposed definitions are examined by using MATLAB/SIMULINK, while, 

the results demonstrate the ability and power of this novel approach. 

 

Keywords: passivity-based design, state-observer, adaptive control, Lipschitz nonlinear systems, virtually Euler-

Lagrange, hepatitis B virus. 

 

 

1. Introduction 

Passivity-based method is a powerful and well-known 

nonlinear tool to design and analysis of systems. Passive 

systems are a class of dynamical systems where the 

exchanging energy with the environment plays a major role 

in them. Besides, the feature of “passivity” is preserved in 

feedback connection [1]. The concept of passivity-based 

control (PBC) has been established for the first time in [2]. 

A systematic method for passivation of non-Euler-Lagrange 

systems is proposed in [3]. Passivity-based observer and 

controller have been designed in some PHD dissertations 

[4,5]. This well-established technique has been used to 

control/observe in a wide range of systems, including 

biologic [3,6], robot manipulators [7,8], real-time systems 

[9] induction motors [10,11], swash-mass helicopter and 

pendulum [12,13], and so on.  

The field of observer design has been activated for 

many years. Typically, observers are designed to estimate 

the system states based on the available measurements, 

which are called state-observer (SO). Passivity concepts for 

state-observer design is pursued in [4,14]. For the set-

valued Lur’e systems, a convergence and passive SO is 

designed in [15]. Observer-based robust control has been 

used for multi-agent systems in [16]. For a class of 

Lipschitz nonlinear systems, some important issues are 

stated for observer design in papers [17-18].Also, for one-

sided Lipschitz systems some nonlinear observer is 

designed [19]. Some authors study on the interval observer 

design [20-22].  

The hepatitis B virus (HBV) viral disease has always 

been a serious infectious disease all around the world. This 

dangerous virus is almost classified into two phases, acute 

and chronic. The chronic phase of HBV causes the liver 

cirrhosis and liver cancer to progress [23]. In this phase, 

most of the sick people must carry on drug consumption up 

to the end of life [24]. Authors in [3], [25] and [26], 

respectively apply adaptive passivity-based control (APBC), 

Kalman-filter and Lyapunov-based methods in order to treat 

infected body. Some adaptive approaches are employed in 

[27,28], while in [29], a robust method is applied to handle 

the parametric and non-parametric uncertainties in HBV 

model. In this paper, the Lyapunov direct method (based on 

[30]) has been exerted as the compared method. Besides, 

due to the importance of controlling human diseases, many 

authors have worked in various biological fields, such as 

Ebola [31] and Corona virus[32]. 

According to availability of variable states and system 

parameters, four scenarios will be appeared. Some 

definitions are presented based on papers [3] for time-

invariant and time-varying nonlinear Lipschitz systems. 

These definitions have been provided to analyze and design 
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control systems in the sense of passivity. Using these 

definitions, link the passivity of several subsystems to the 

stability of total closed-loop system in a new point of view. 

In this regard, some charts are structured here to pursue the 

issue in the best way. All of the definitions are shaped based 

on virtually Euler-Lagrange form (VEL-form) of 

passivation in order to possess the advantages of this form. 

During using these definitions, one will face into less 

complexity and more speed in passivity-based analysis and 

control. The capability of proposed definitions is confirmed 

by applying them on the HBV viral disease model. 

This paper is structured as follows. Some definitions are 

presented in Section 2 for both time-varying and time-

invariant systems. Moreover, two charts are provided to 

better follow up the design process. The under-study time-

invariant HBV model has been investigated in Section 3. 

While, in Section 4, the controller/observer is designed for 

HBV model in different scenarios for the passivity-based 

method and compared method. The simulation results have 

been depicted for 1000-days drug therapy in Section 5, and 

finally, Section 6 has been dedicated to the conclusion of 

the paper. 

 

2. Definitions  

Nonlinear Time-Varying Systems: 

 

Consider the nonlinear time-varying system 

(1) ��� = ���, �, 	
;  � ∈ ℝ, � ∈ ℝ�, 	 ∈� = ��;                   � ∈ ℝ�
where� is piecewise continuous in � and Lipchitz (at 

least locally)in ��, 	
 and ���, 0, 0
 = 0; ∀� ≥ 0. Rewrite 

(1)into the following form 

(2) ��� = �� + Ψ��, �, 	
� = �� �, 
where �  is a constant matrix and Ψ is a Lipschitz 

nonlinear term (at least locally). 

 

Definition 1: If system(2)with the mapping 	��
 →� ,is strictly passive (SP)in the sense of VEL-form, by 

choosing a suitable function 	 = −���
, s.t. �  is any 

locally Lipchitz function and ��0
 = 0, �����
 >0; ∀ � ≠ 0 , the origin of system (2)will be globally 

uniformly asymptotically stable [3]. 

For adaptive case, rewrite (2) in the following form 

��� = ��� + Ψ��, �, 	
 ;  � ∈ ℝ, 	 ∈ ℝ , � ∈ ℝ�� = �� �, 
                                         (3) 

with 

(4) Ψ��, �, 	
 = Ψ′��, �, 	
 + �!�. 
Let Ψ′ be a nonlinear Lipschitz term which is piecewise 

continuous in�, and Ψ′��, 0,0
 = 0.Suppose that��and �! 

contain the fix and unknown system parameters, 

respectively.  

 

Definition2: If system(2)with the mapping 	��
 →� ,is strictly passive (SP)in the sense of VEL-form, and 

there exists an estimation mechanism as 

(5) #$� = Γ %Φ&�Y + (&), 
with a radially unbounded (RU) and positive definite 

(PD)storage function; therefore, the closed-loop system                                         

(3)will be output strictly passive(OSP),and the sufficient 

condition to asymptotically stabilizing the origin � = 0 is 

that �� ∈ *∞ . So, the origin of system                                          

(3) with the mapping 	��, #$
 → � , will be globally 

uniformly asymptotically stabilized by 	 = −���
, s.t. � 

is any locally Lipchitz function, where ��0
 = 0  and �����
 > 0; ∀ � ≠ 0. While, it is guaranteed that #$and #+remain bounded�#$, #+ ∈ *∞
. 

 

Definition3: Consider system (2)with Lipschitz 

constant, ≥ 0, i.e., 

(6) -Ψ��, �, 	
 − Ψ.�, �$, 	/- ≤ ,-� − �$-, 
and, with the following state-observer 

(7) �$� = ��$ + Ψ.�, �$, 	/ + *1� − ��$2. 
This SO is asymptotically convergence and strictly 

passive, if for the LMI 3�� − *�
�4 + 4�� − *�
 + 5 + �! ��� 44 −,6!57 <0, 

                                               (8) 

there exists a PD symmetric solution 4 [6]. 

 

Definition4: If system (2) with the mapping 	��
 →� ,is strictly passive (SP)in the sense of VEL-form, and 

there exists a strictly passive SO as (7) with a RU and PD 

storage function, therefore, the closed-loop system given by  

9 �� = �� + Ψ.�, �, 	��$
/;  � ∈ ℝ, 	 ∈ ℝ , � ∈ ℝ��$� = ��$ + Ψ.�, �$, 	��$
/ + *:� − ;<;   � ∈ ℝ , �$ ∈; = ��$;        ; ∈ ℝ 
                                      (9) 

with the mapping 	��$
 → ; , is strictly passive. By 

defining= = :� �$<� ,the origin �= = 0
  can be globally 

uniformly asymptotically stabilized by 	 = −��;
, s.t. � 

is any locally Lipchitz function, where ��0
 = 0  and ;���;
 > 0; ∀ ; ≠ 0 [Error! Bookmark not defined.]. 

 

Definition5: If system (2)with the mapping 	��
 → �, 

is strictly passive (SP)in the sense of VEL-form, and there 

exists a strictly passive SO as 

(10) �$� = ���$ + Ψ.�, �$, 	/ + *:� − ;<, 
with a RU and PD storage function; and an estimation 

machine as 
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(11) #$� = Γ %Φ&�; + (&), 
with a RU and PD storage function; therefore, the 

closed-loop system 	��,& #$
 → ;given by  

9 �� = ��� + Ψ.�, �, 	��,& #$
/;  � ∈ ℝ, 	 ∈ ℝ ,�$� = ���$ + Ψ.�, �$, 	��,& #$
/ + *:� − ;<;  � ∈ ℝ ,; = ��$;      ; ∈ ℝ 
                                         (12) 

will be output strictly passive (OSP). By defining= =:� �$<� , the sufficient condition to asymptotically 

stabilizing the origin = = 0 is that �� ∈ *∞. So, the origin 

will be globally uniformly asymptotically stabilized by 	 = −��;
, s.t. � is any locally Lipchitz function, where ��0
 = 0 and ;���;
 > 0; ∀ ; ≠ 0 . While, it is 

guaranteed that#$and #+ will be bounded�#$, #+ ∈ *∞
 [6]. 

 

Nonlinear Time-Invariant Systems: 

 

Consider the nonlinear time-invariant system 

(13) ��� = ���, 	
;   � ∈ ℝ�, 	 ∈ ℝ�� = ��;    � ∈ ℝ� �, 
where �  is Lipchitz (at least locally) in ��, 	
  and ��0, 0
 = 0. Rewrite (13) into the form 

(14) ��� = �� + Ψ��, 	
� = �� �, 
where �  is a constant matrix and Ψ is a Lipschitz 

nonlinear term (at least locally). 

 

Definition6:If system(14)with the mapping 	��
 →� ,is strictly passive (SP)in the sense of VEL-form, by 

choosing a suitable function 	 = −���
, s.t. �  is any 

locally Lipchitz function and ��0
 = 0, �����
 >0; ∀ � ≠ 0, the origin of the system (14)will be globally 

asymptotically stable. 

For adaptive case, rewrite (14) in the form of 

(15) ��� = ��� + Ψ��, 	
 ;  	 ∈ ℝ , � ∈ ℝ�� = �� �, 
with 

(16) Ψ��, 	
 = Ψ′��, 	
 + �!�. 
where Ψ′ is nonlinear Lipschitz term and Ψ′�0,0
 =0. Suppose �� and �! as the known and unknown system 

parameters, respectively.  

 

Definition 7:If system(14)with the mapping 	��
 →� ,is strictly passive (SP)in the sense of VEL-form, and 

there exists an estimation mechanism as 

(17) #$� = Γ %Φ&�Y + (&), 
with a RU and PD storage function; therefore, the 

closed-loop system with the mapping 	��, #$
 → �will be 

output strictly passive(OSP).The sufficient condition to 

asymptotically stabilizing the origin � = 0 is that �� ∈ *∞. 

So, the origin will be globally uniformly asymptotically 

stabilized by 	 = −���
, s.t. �  is any locally Lipchitz 

function, where ��0
 = 0 and �����
 > 0; ∀ � ≠ 0 . 

While, it is guaranteed that #$and #+remain bounded. 

 

Definition 8: Consider system (14)with Lipschitz 

constant, ≥ 0, i.e., 

(18) -Ψ��, 	
 − Ψ.�$, 	/- ≤ ,-� − �$-, 
and, with the following state-observer 

(19) �$� = ��$ + Ψ.�$, 	/ + *1� − ��$2. 
This SO is asymptotically convergence and strictly 

passive, if for the LMI 3�� − *�
�4 + 4�� − *�
 + 5 + �! ��� 44 −,6!57 <0, 

                                  (20) 

there exists a PD symmetric solution 4. 

 

Definition 9: If system (14) with the mapping 	��
 →� ,is strictly passive (SP)in the sense of VEL-form, and 

there exists a strictly passive SO as (19) with a RU and PD 

storage function, therefore, the closed-loop system given by  

9 �� = �� + Ψ.�, 	��$
/;  	 ∈ ℝ , � ∈ ℝ��$� = ��$ + Ψ.�$, 	��$
/ + *:� − ;<;  �$ ∈ ℝ�; = ��$;      ; ∈ ℝ , � ∈ ℝ 
�, 

                                            (21) 

with the mapping 	��$
 → ; , is strictly passive. By 

defining= = :� �$<� ,the origin �= = 0
  can be globally 

asymptotically stabilized by 	 = −��;
, s.t. �  is any 

locally Lipchitz function, where ��0
 = 0and ;���;
 >0; ∀ ; ≠ 0. 

 

Definition 10: If system (14)with the mapping 	��
 →�, is strictly passive (SP)in the sense of VEL-form, and 

there exists a strictly passive SO as 

(22) �$� = ���$ + Ψ.�$, 	/ + *:� − ;<, 
with a RU and PD storage function; and an estimation 

machine as 

(23) #$� = Γ %Φ&�; + (&), 
with a RU and PD storage function; therefore, the 

closed-loop system  

9 �� = ��� + Ψ.�, 	��$, #$
/;  	 ∈ ℝ , � ∈ ℝ��$� = ���$ + Ψ.�$, 	��$, #$
/ + *:� − ;<; �$ ∈ ℝ�; = ��$;     ; ∈ ℝ , � ∈ ℝ 
�, 

                                           (24) 
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with the mapping 	��$, #$
 → ;,will be output strictly 

passive (OSP). By defining = = :� �$<� , the sufficient 

condition to asymptotically stabilizing the origin �= = 0
 

is that =� is bounded. So, the origin can be globally 

asymptotically stabilized by 	 = −��;
, s.t. �  is any 

locally Lipchitz function, where ��0
 = 0and ;���;
 >0; ∀ ; ≠ 0 . While, it is guaranteed that #$ and #+ will be 

bounded. 

 

Remark 1: The VEL-form is a systematic formulation 

for system passivation which has been proposed in details 

in paper [3].In this formulation,	 is called virtual input,and 

thereis a relationship between 	and actual input>  in all 

definitions here. Foraffine-in-control systems one will 

have> = ? + @	,where, 

- ?is continuously differentiable in �(and piecewise 

continuous in � for TV systems), in the state space 

or work space. 

- @is nonsingular in �(and piecewise continuous in �  for TV systems), in the state space or work 

space. 

Remark 2: These definitions are presented according to 

the VEL-form and theorems in [3] and [6].All the related 

proofs are omitted here due to limits on the paper volume. 

For better follow-up of the issue, one can pursue the 

charts below. Different categories of nonlinear systems 

have been illustrated in Fig. 1. After finding a suitable >, i.e. 

the input which forces the system to be passive, refer to Fig. 

2 and track the process related to your current scenario.  

 

 

 
Fig. 1: A classification for nonlinear systems to use VEL-form of passivation 

 
Fig. 2: Different scenarios in passivity-based control/ observe in the sense of VEL-form; SP: strictly passive, OSP: output strictly passive, TV: time-

varying, TI: time-invariant 
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3. HBV disease model 

The time-invariant HBV infection model is considered 

as [33-34]. 

where A ,  B and C  are respectively uninfected 

hepatocytes (healthy cells), infected hepatocytes (sick cells) 

and free viruses in blood. The system parameters and initial 

conditions are listed in Table 1.Control input>has been 

exerted to infection treatment in the infected body, whereis 

bounded in [0, 1].The untreated HBV model (without drug 

usage) is given by 

which has two equilibrium points, infection-free point 

(unstable) and endemic point (stable) as 

In this study, all investigations will be done based on the 

infection-free point. The shifted model around the 

infection-free equilibrium point will be presented as 

  

(28) 

 

DA̅� = −FA̅ − GC�A̅ + A∗
B� = GC�A̅ + A∗
 − IBC� = �1 − K>
LB − MC ,�   � = C, 
where, A̅ = A − A∗  and A∗ = NO , and �  states system 

output vector.The most significant criterion in observing the 

infection status is HBV DNA serum level which is related 

directly to the free virus quantity �C
 . HBV DNA is 

distinguished by some serological tests such as RT-PCR, 

therefore, the signal C can be selected as measurable 

system output. 

 

4. Controller/ observer design 

 

In this section, all scenarios are investigated for 

passivity-based approach and compared method (Lyapunov 

direct method). 

 

Scenario 1:Here, the controller is designed for nominal 

model in the absence of state-observer.  

 

-Passivity based design: For the system (28) one can 

find the following matrices by using the VEL method 

[Error! Bookmark not defined.]as 

P = Q1 0 00 1 00 0 1R , S = TF 0 G�A̅ + A∗
0 I −G�A̅ + A∗
0 −L M U,  
V = Q1 0 00 1 00 0 1R , (WX = QF 0 00 I 00 0 MR. 

According to [Error! Bookmark not defined.], the 

storage function and its time-derivative will be 

(29)  

 
Y = 12 ��V�, Y� ≤ −��(WX �+	��, 
with the virtual input  

(30) 	 = G�A̅ + A∗
�B − A̅
 + LB�1 − K>
. 
Thus, the mapping 	��
 → � is SP and according to 

Definition 6, a suitable choose for 	  can be 	 =−[C.Finally, it concludes 

(31)  

 
> = 1LKB :G�A̅ + A∗
�B − A̅
 + LB + [C<. 

With the control input (31), the origin of (28)will be 

globally asymptotically stable. In order to avoid making the 

paper longer, it is neglected to show Ψis Lipschitzand Ψ�0,0
 = 0in the HBV model based on general form of 

(14).The process of this proof could be similar to [3]. 

 

-Lyapunov based design: For compared method, the 

Lyapunov function can be selected as 

(32)  

 
] = 12 ���, 

and, taking time derivative of ] yields ]� ≤ −FA̅! − IB! − MC! + G�B − A̅
�A̅ + A∗
C + LCB− KLBC>. 
By selecting the control input as 

(33)  

 
> = 1LKB :G�A̅ + A∗
�B − A̅
 + LB<, 

one has  ]� ≤ −�� QF 0 00 I 00 0 MR �, 
whereF, I and M are PD constants, so,]�  is ND. Since 

the Lyapunov function (32)is RU, the origin of (28)will be 

globally asymptotically stable. 

 

Scenario 2: The controller is designed for adaptive 

model in the absence of state-observer, while, the unknown 

system parameters are considered as# = :G K<. Thus, the 

estimation error of unknown parameters is #+ = :G+ K̂< , 

where #+ = # − #$  and #$  states the estimation vector of 

parameters. 

-Passivity based design: Based on (15), (16) and (28),  

(25) 

 D A� = λ − FA − GACB� = GAC − IBC� = �1 − K>
LB − MC,� 

(26) 

 `A� = λ − FA − GACB� = GAC − IBC� = LB − MC ,� 

  

(27) 

 

 �a�b6bcdd∗ = eλF00f,   �d�Wd ag∗ =
hii
iii
j MILGkI − FMLGkLMI − FGlmm

mmm
n
. 
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ΨX =  Q −GA̅CGA̅C−KL>BR , �� = Q−F 0 00 −I 00 L −MR ,
�! = Q0 0 −GA∗0 0 GA∗0 0 0 R. 

For HBV model, the adaptation mechanism is given as 

(34)  #$� = Γ p�A̅ + A∗
�B − A̅
−>LB q C, 
with a RU and PD storage function as Yr = �! #+�Γ6�#+, 

where Γ is a free PD gain matrix. According to (23), one 

has Φ& = :�A̅ + A∗
�B − A̅
 0<, (& = :0 −>LBC<�. 

On the other hand, Scenario 1 reveals that the nominal 

system �	��
 → �
 is SP with (30).Therefore, based on 

Definition 7, if �� ∈ *t, the origin of adaptive model will 

be stabilized. Since all states and control input in (28)are 

considered finite, thus, ��  is bounded. Thereupon, by 

choosing 	 = [C , the origin � = 0  is globally 

asymptotically stable by using the adaptive control input as 

(35)  

 
>�u,r&
 = 1LK̂B 1Gw�A̅ + A∗
�B − A̅
 + LB+ [C<. 

-Lyapunov based design: For compared method, one 

can choose the Lyapunov function for adaptive closed-loop 

system as 

(36) ]xgy.u,rz/ = 12��� + 12#+�Γ6�#+. 
By select the following control input 

(37)  

 
>.u,r&/ = 1LK̂B 1Gw�A̅ + A∗
�B − A̅
 + LB2, 

and the adaptation law similar to (34), ]�xgy  will 

benegative semi-definite (NSD). Based on previous section, �� ∈ *t . Accordingly, � → 0asymptotically, while, #+only 

can remain bounded. 

 

Scenario 3: The nominal system in the presence of SO 

has been studied here. Suppose that all using parameters in 

control inputs are available, while, some of using states are 

unavailable. 

-Passivity based design: Consider the SO (19) with a 

RU and PD storage function Y{| = �+�4�+,  where �+  is 

defined as estimation error of states and �+ = � − �$ . Let 

define * = *}ones�3,1
; *} > 0 . By setting *} = 200 a 

solution 4 = 4� > 0  is found for LMI                                   

(20), while, � − *� is Hurwitz. Thus,based on Definition 8, 

one will have a strictly passive SO for HBV model. 

According to Definition 9, since the mapping 	��
 → � is 

SP,the closed-loop HBV model will be SP with 	�u$
 = G�A̅$ + A∗
�B� − A̅$
 + LB��1 − K>
. 
With suitable choice of 	 = [ tan6��C�
, the origin will 

be globally asymptotically stabilized by the following 

control input 

>�u$
 = 1LKB� :G�A̅$ + A∗
�B� − A̅$
 + LB� + [ tan6��C�
<. 
(38) 

-Lyapunov based design: Consider the Lyapunov 

function as 

(39) ]gy�u$,u+
 = 12�$��$ + �+�4�+, 
and the following LMI instead of                                   

(20) p�� − *�
�4 + 4�� − *�
 + 5 44 −,}6!5q < 0. 
Choosing *} = 200 leads to have a suitable solution 4for this LMI.Now, by selecting the following control input 

(40) 

 
>�u$
 = 1LKB� :G�A̅$ + A∗
�B� − A̅$
 + LB�<, 

]� gywill beND and the origin of the system is globally 

asymptotically stable. 

Scenario 4:In this case, the adaptive model in the 

presence of SO has been investigated. In other words, there 

are some inaccessible parameters and variable states in the 

control inputs which need to be estimated. 

-Passivity based design: By setting *} = 300,a strictly 

passive SO is achieved for adaptive HBV model. On the 

other hand, the mapping 	��
 → � is SP, and the passive 

adaptive law is as 

(41) #$� = Γ p�A̅$ + A∗
�B� − A̅$
−>LB� q C�, 
where Γ  is a free PD gain matrix.According to 

Definition 10, the closed-loop HBV model will be SP with 	�u$,r&
 = Gw�A̅$ + A∗
�B� − A̅$
 + LB��1 − K̂>
. 
Now, if ��  and �$�  are bounded, the origin can be 

stabilized. Since all states and estimation signals and 

control input are considered finite, therefore, �� , �$� ∈ *tand 

with suitable choice of 	 = [ tan6��C�
, the origin will be 

globally asymptotically stabilized by the following control 

input 

(42)  

 
>�u$,r&
 = 1LK̂B� 1Gw�A̅$ + A∗
�B� − A̅$
 + LB�+ [ tan6��C�
<. 

-Lyapunov based design: Consider the Lyapunov 

function as 

(43

) 
]xgy.u$,u+,rz/ = 12�$��$ + �+�4�+ + 12#+�Γ6�#+, 

Choosing *} = 300 leads to have a convergence SO. 

Now, by selecting the following control input 

(44)  

 
>�u$,r&
 = 1LK̂B� 1Gw�A̅$ + A∗
�B� − A̅$
 + LB�2, 
]�xgy will beNSD. Since �� , �$� ∈ *t, thus, �� and �$� are 
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uniformly continuous. Finally, it leads to have ��→t��� 0and#+ ∈ *t. 

 

5. Simulation results 

In the first step, according to the open-loop system (26), 

Fig. 3illustrates the behavior of the HBV dynamics in the 

absence of drug therapy in 5000 days. 

 

 
 

Fig. 3: Open-loop states in untreated infected body during 5000 days 

(without drug consumption) 

In the following, the closed-loop HBV model has been 

simulated for both control approaches in four different 

scenarios during 1000-days drug therapy. To have a better 

comprehension of preference of the proposed method, Table 

2 is provided to show the comparison criteria (norm 2) for 

some signals in both methods. 

 

Scenario 1:Themost important signals are the number 

of free viruses and drug dosage which are depicted in Fig. 4. 

For PBC approach set [ = 50 in (31). 

 

 
Fig. 4: Number of free viruses ��
 and drug dosage ��
 for PBC and 

Lyapunovdirect method during 1000-day drug therapy 

Scenario 2: Here, the signals C  and > have been 

simulated in Fig. 5 for APBC and adaptive Lyapunov direct 

method based on (35) and (37).Besides, the parametric 

estimation errors, i.e.G+and K̂, are demonstrated in Fig. 6 by 

setting  

Γ = diag�:106!}, 106��<
, 
in(34)for both methods, and [ = 1000 in (35). 

 

 
Fig. 5:Number of free viruses ��
 and drug dosage ��
 for APBC and 

adaptive Lyapunov direct method during 1000-day drug therapy 

 
Fig. 6: Estimation error of unknown system parameters for APBC and 

adaptive Lyapunov direct method during 1000-day drug therapy 

Scenario 3:In this case, set[ = 500 in (38). According 

to the control inputs in (38) and (40) free viruses and its 

estimation error are displayed in Figure 7 for PBC and 

Lyapunov method in the presence of SO. Fig. 8 depicts the 

drug usage in 1000 days. For more information, one can 

refer to Table 2. 

 
Fig. 7:Number of free viruses ��
 and estimation error of free viruses ���
 for PBC/PSO and Lyapunov direct method/SOduring 1000-day drug 

therapy 
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Fig. 8: Drug dosage in PBC/PSO and Lyapunov direct method/SO during 

1000-daydrug therapy 

 

Scenario 4: For the last scenario, the status of free 

viruses and its error of estimation have been indicated in 

Fig. 9. In addition, one can follow the drug consumption for 

treated body in Fig.10 based on (42) and (44). The 

estimation errors of unknown parameters are depicted inFig. 

11for both control methods as well. Set [ = 100 in (42) 

and  Γ = diag�:106!�, 106��<
, 
in(41) for both control approaches. 

 

 
Fig. 9: Number of free viruses ��
 and estimation error of free viruses ���
 for APBC/APSO and adaptive Lyapunov direct method/ASOduring 

1000-day drug therapy 

 
Fig.10: Drug dosage in APBC/APSO and adaptive Lyapunov direct 

method/ASO during 1000-day drug therapy 

 
Fig. 11: Estimation error of unknown system parameters for APBC/APSO 

and adaptive Lyapunov direct method/ASO during 1000-day drug therapy 

6.Conclusion 

In this paper, a formulation based on LMI is provided to 

have a passive SO for time-varying and time-invariant 

Lipschitz nonlinear systems. According to the definitions, 

passivity and stability of the closed-loop can be connected 

to passivity of subsystems in a different way for both time-

varying and time-invariant systems. A passivity-based 

controller/ observer is designed based on VEL-form and 

some definitions, which offer significant advantages, e.g. 

decreasing design complexities and accelerating the 

analysis and design process. Different scenarios are 

categorized in a char to guide the designer. These 

contributions have been validated on the HBV disease 

model, while, the capability of the proposed approach is 

confirmed based on the simulation results. As stated in the 

definitions, the parametric estimation errors will only be 

guaranteed to remain bounded in all adaptive cases, and as 

is clear from the results, the main goal of control has been 

achieved during this situation. From simulations and Table 

2, it is revealed that the proposed method has more 

acceptable performance rather than the compared method. 

Norm 2 of drug input in the proposed approach is less in all 

scenarios. Moreover, it is obvious that the status of free 

viruses in passivity-based method is in a better condition. 
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Table 1: Parameters and initial conditions for HBV model [33] 

Numeric values Definitions Parameters 2.5251 × 10� Constant production rate of new target cells (healthy hepatocytes) λ 0.0038 Death rate of healthy hepatocytes  F 1.981 × 106�� Infection rate of healthy hepatocytes  G 0.0125 Death rate of Infected cells(sick hepatocytes) I 0.8 Efficacy of drug usage K 842.0948 Production rate of free viruses by sick hepatocytes L 0.67 Death rate of free viruses M 10� Initial number of uninfected hepatocytes A�0
 2.5 × 10� Initial number of infected hepatocytes B�0
 0.5 × 10� Initial number of free viruses C�0
 

 
Table 2: Comparison of the control approaches in four different scenarios during 1000-day drug therapy 

Norm 2 Explanations Control Method Scenar

io 

� � ������
 ¡�  � � �������

 ¡�  � � ������
 ¡�  

16.3 - 10¢ Nominal case without 

state-observer 

PBC 1 

18.2 - 1.28× 10¢ Lyapunov  

18.8 - 1.47× 10¢ Adaptive case without 

state-observer 

APBC 2 

19.1 - 1.69× 10¢ Adaptive 

Lyapunov  

19.1 150 7.1× 10� Nominal case with 

state-observer 

PBC/ PSO 3 

20.3 163 7.5× 10� Lyapunov/ SO 

19.5 210 1.36× 10¢ Adaptive case with 

state-observer 

APBC/ APSO 4 

20.6 220 1.37× 10¢ ALyapunov/ ASO 
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